Technical data sheet N1020
Specification Folding table, rectangular
Dimensions in mm
Total:

Packaging data

H:

740

D:

2000

Weight:

kg

48,5

Volume:

m³

2,55

Basic equipment

Benefit

Frame

Tubular steel, bent in the shape of a "drop".
Double T-design, connected twice with
crosswise laying round pipe adapter. Welding
seam is covered by a plastic covering.

Stable, elegant and interesting design.

Longitudinal beam

4 edges black steel pipe with connected release
tilt/fold mechanism via round tubular steel hoop.

Frame surface

Powder coated black.

Matches all offered table surfaces.

Castors

Castors that adjust to different surface heights
and can be locked where necessary.

Adapts to uneven floors. Therefore, the table remains
level.

Table top

Chip board, 22 mm, foldable. Therefore, tables
can be staggered diagonally.

Table top shape

Rectangular, 2000 mm long, 1000 mm deep.

Enables to use one table only or table rows.

Table top surface

Melamine, direct coated (DBS), plastic laminate
in premium white, same colour for the
stabilizing/ bottom layer.

Very durable laminate tops.

Table edge

ABS, 2 mm strong, straight. Matches the colour
of the table top.

ABS edges are also suitable for tough environments.

Connector/ Substructure/ Top

Plastic fitting.

Standards

GS-Symobl for tested safety.

Certification

Quality management system DIN EN ISO
9001:2008, VO (EG) No. 1221/2009 (EMAS),
Environmental management system DIN EN
ISO 14001:2009, OHSAS, EcoVadis gold,
Commitment to sustainability.

Warranty and return

10 years warranty. Complete return and recyling
guarantee.

Disassembly instructions are available upon request for any interstuhl product
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Options

Benefit

Frame

Powder coated brilliant silver, white or chrome
(longitudinal beam always black).

Table top can match existing chairs.

Table top surface

Melamine direct coating (DBS) for different
plastic laminates, plain coloured and wood
design. Stabilizing/bottom layer or HPL plastic
laminate plain coloured and wood design.
Stabilizing/bottom layer always white (please
refer to price list and sample card).

Large variety of laminates which enable individually
specified tables which enhance and match the
environment.

Table edge

ABS, straight with rubber protector, black (bull
nose edge, R50). Matches colour of table top.

Rubber bumper.

Table connectors

Four plastic table connectors that match all
NESTY tables. Please keep in mind the shape
of table top.

Modesty panel

Made of acryl glass, stained white. To hook on
to the beam. Does not need to be removed for
the folding.

No disassembly is necessary. Save unhooking.

Accessories

Electrification: Different electronic-connection
boxes, aluminium anodized with brush band and
foam rubber buffer. Cable channel, black metal,
fixed between the beam.

Easy cable management.

Other

Special equipment on request.

Disassembly instructions are available upon request for any interstuhl product
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